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Linode Puts Powerful Nvidia GPUs In Its Linux Cloud [1]

Linode today launched new GPU-optimized cloud computing instances tailored specifically
for developers and businesses requiring massive parallel computational power. The new
instances are built on NVIDIA Quadro RTX 6000 GPU cards with all three major types of
processing cores (CUDA, Tensor, and Real-Time Ray Tracing) available to users. Linode is
one of the first cloud providers to deploy NVIDIA?s latest GPU architecture.

Linode Brings Commercial Grade GPUs to the Masses [2]

Linode Brings Commercial Grade GPUs to the Masses [3]

Linode has launched new GPU-optimized cloud computing instances tailored specifically for
developers and businesses requiring massive parallel computational power. These new GPU
instances give scientists, artists, and engineers working on artificial intelligence, graphic
visualization, and complex modeling a cost-competitive alternative to hyperscale cloud
providers.

Linux Foundation and LF Networking Announce Keynote Highlights for Open Networking Summit Europe[4]

The Linux Foundation, the nonprofit organization enabling mass innovation through open
source, and LF Networking (LFN), which facilitates collaboration and operational excellence
across open networking projects, today announced the initial line-up of keynote speakers and
panelists for Open Networking Summit Europe. The event takes place September 23-25 in

Antwerp, Belgium.
Open Networking Summit (ONS) is the industry?s premier open networking event, enabling
collaborative development and innovation across enterprises, service providers and cloud
providers. The event provides a platform for discussing the future of Open Networking,
including how networking and adjacent technologies like 5G, SDN/NFV, VNF/CNF, Cloud
Native Networking, Network Automation, Edge, AI, Access and IOT, Access & IoT services.
Following 2018?s inaugural event outside of North America, ONS Europe 2019 continues to
provide expanded opportunities for more individuals to share, learn and collaborate on these
important and emerging technologies.
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